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� Introduction

The numerical computation of stationary waves in exteriour and scatter�
ing problems is based on inde�nite variational forms connected with the
Helmholtz equation

�u� k�u � �

where k is a real parameter �scalar wavenumber�� Unlike the case of linear
elasticity	 stable dependence of both analytical �if existing� and numerical
solutions on the data is not straightforward� Stability estimates of the
form kuki � Cijkfkj do hold for various norms i� j but the constants Cij

depend in general on the parameter k� Hence also the quality of the discrete
solution depends on k	 as well as on the parameters of the numerical model
�stepwidth h	 degree of approximation p�� For practical application it is
essential to have reliable 
rules of the thumb
 for the choice of the numerical
parameters as a function of physical parameters� It is well known from
computations that	 for the 
classical
 Galerkin FEM	 the linear rule for
mesh�design kh � const� leads to reliable results only in the low frequency
range� This leads to two questions�

�� How do error estimators for the Galerkin FEM depend on k� h

�� Can the classical Galerkin approach be improved towards a linear
rule

These questions are addressed by analysis of one� and two�dimensional
Helmholtz problems� We give error estimates in integral norms for the
h�version of the Galerkin FEM with general degree of approximation �sec�
tion ��� Unlike previous estimates � cf� Bayliss et al� ���	 Aziz et al ���	



Douglas et al� ��� the theorems presented here hold on normalized mesh	
i�e� constraining the magnitude of kh only� The results are discussed in the
context of engineering dispersion analysis �section ��� We then turn to the
investigation of generalized FEM for the Helmholtz equation� While it can
be shown that there is no method that can eliminate the entire phase error
in �D	 independently of the direction of the wave	 one still can construct
a generalized method with minimal pollution �equivalently	 minimal phase
error � section ��� Numerical examples of one� and two�dimensional com�
putations and a summary of the results conclude the paper�

� Error estimates for the Galerkin FEM

For analytical purpose	 we consider the one�dimensional model problem�
Let � � ��� �� and

�u���x�� k�u�x� � f�x� � x � � �����

u��� � � �����

u����� iku��� � �� �����

consisting of the ordinary Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet and �exactly
absorbing� Robin condition at the boundaries� We will use the notation
of Sobolev spaces Hs��� in the usual way	 denoting by kuks and jujs the
norms and seminorms in these spaces	 resp� If s � �	 the norm is computed
in the dual �to H�s� space� It is well known	 see Douglas et al� ���	 that for
f � L����

jujs � Csk
s��kfko �����

holds for s � �� �� � with Cs independent of k� The inf�sup�condition for the
problem holds with a constant � � Ck��	 hence the dual estimate juj� �
Ckjf j�� applies ���� Using a Greens function approach on uniform mesh	
the same stability conditions are shown for the discrete solution ���� Using
these stability results	 one can prove �for piecewise linear approximation in
the subspace Sh � H�� the error estimate

Theorem � Let u � H�����uh � Sh��� be the exact and the �nite element
solutions to the BVP ���������� resp� Then for hk � �

ju� uhj� � �C�hk � C�h
�k��kfk �����

holds with constants C�� C� not depending on k� h�

If the exact solution has the form of a sinusiodal wave of wavelength k
�or	 more generally	 if u is such that jujs�jujt � Ck�s�t� holds for some C
independent of k� one easily derives

�e� ��
ju� uhj�
juj�

� C��kh� � C�k�kh�
�� �����



as an estimate for the relative error in H norm� This is a new estimate
that generalizes the results of Bayliss ���	 Douglas ��� and Aziz ��� who had
shown that �e� � Ckh if k�h is small�

An analysis of the h�p�version ��� shows that this estimate carries over
to the case of piecewise polynomial approximation� On uniform h� p�mesh
with approximation space Sp

h	 the following theorem holds�

Theorem � Let u � Hp������ uh � Sp
h��� be the exact and the h�p�FEM

solution to model problem ���������� Assume that u is oscillating with fre�
quency k and a constraint hk � � is given for the stepwidth h� Then the
relative error in H��seminorm is bounded by

�e� � C�

�
hk

�p

�p

� C�k

�
hk

�p

��p

� �����

Here	 the constants C� and C� grow moderately with p	 see ��� for details�
Again	 continuous and discrete stability statements are the principal pro�
vision for the proof of the h � p�estimates� Numerical computations show
that the estimates given in Theorems �	� are sharp�

� Dispersion analysis and generalization of

the Galerkin FEM

The �rst term on the right hand side of the estimate ����� is the error of
approximation �interpolation error�� This error is under control if a linear
rule hk � � is used for the choice of the meshsize� The second term can be
interpreted as numerical pollution caused by the inde�niteness of the vari�
ational form� Despite the constraint hk � �	 the error may grow in�nitely
with k� The error behaviour is di�erent from the well known convergence
pattern of h�p�extensions in de�nite problems	 e�g� in linear elasticity� We
show this exemplarily in Fig� � for p � �� The relative errors of the Galerkin
FE�solutions are plotted both for low and high frequency� The errors of the
best approximation are displayed for comparison� Since the best approx�
imation is computed from a positive de�nite projection problem	 its error
shows the expected pattern of convergence� the range of predicted asymp�
totic rate of convergence is preceded by a preasymptotic range �in the plot
visible for k � ���� where the rate is suboptimal� In the case considered
�p � ��	 the relative projection error in the suboptimal range is ���� as
long as the stepsize of the linear elements exceeds the size of one half�wave�
The interpolation error is stable w�r� to k	 the magnitude of the error de�
pends on hk only� The behaviour of the Galerkin FEM�error is di�erent�
For both frequencies displayed	 one observes an asymptotic range where
the FE�error converges with optimal rate of convergence� Taking out hk in
estimate ����� we see that quasioptimality is ensured	 independently of k	



�fig��h�ps� was not found

Figure �� Errors of H��projection versus error of �nite element solution for
Dirichlet problem� error in H��seminorm� wavenumbers k � ��	 k � �� and
k � ����

if hk� is constrained� In the preasymptotic range	 the error �rst is above
���� before it begins to converge with superoptimal rate� The pollution
error dominates the error	 and the range of dominance of pollution in the
convergence behaviour grows with k	 as predicted by the estimates�

It is well known that discrete approximations of propagating solutions
to the Helmholtz equation display	 in general	 a phase lead to the exact
solution� On uniform mesh	 one can assign a 
discrete
 wavenumber k� to
the Galerkin FE�solution by discrete Fourier analysis� For regular solutions
the pollution term is exactly of the order of the phase lag ����

Theorem � Consider approximation of the ordinary Helmholtz equation by
a Galerkin FEM in the approximation space Sp

h� Then� if hk � ��

jk� � kj � kC�p�

�
hk

�p

��p

� �����

This theorem generalizes previous results of dispersion analysis for wave
computation using Galerkin FEM �see Thompson and Pinsky ������ Modi�
fying the classical Galerkin approach one can reduce the phase error of the
FE solutions� For one�dimensional problems	 the phase error can be entirely
eliminated by suitable generalization of the variational form �cf� Harari and
Hughes ���� see also ���	 Theorem ��� More generally	 one can show ��� for
any generalized FEM �GFEM� whos discrete matrix has certain natural
properties that either k� � k or

C�k�kh�
so � jk � k�j � C�k�kh�

so

for some even so � �� Finally	 the following statement is shown in ����



Theorem � Let eo be the relative error in L norm of a generalized FEM
�GFEM� with nonvanishing phase di	erence k � k� �� �� Assume that kh
and k�kh�so are bounded� Then� for su
ciently large k�

C�jk � k�j � �eo � C�jk � k�j� C��kh�
�� �����

Hence the pollution term of the error and the phase lead are equivalent
measures for the reliability of the discrete solution�

� Error behaviour and quality improvement

in two�dimensional Helmholtz problems

So far	 no error estimates are proven for higher�dimensional Helmholtz prob�
lems� Computational experiments show	 however	 that the numerical e�ects
predicted by one�dimensional analysis occur also in the �D results� We con�
sider the homogeneous Helmholtz equation

�u�x�� x�� � k�u�x�� x�� � � �����

on the unit square � � ��� ��� ��� �� with nonhomogeneous boundary con�
ditions

iku�
�u

�n
� gs on �s � s � �� �� �� � �����

where g is chosen such that the exact solution is

u � exp�ikx�

with vector wavenumber k � �k�� k�� and jkj � k� Bilinear shape�functions
are used for approximation on uniformmesh ��	 ��� The error norms are com�
puted in H�� and L��norms and compared to the projection errors in these
norms� One observes the same pollution e�ects as in the one�dimensional
case ��	 �� � see the FEM�lines in Fig� ��

It is possible to reduce this e�ect	 and thus to raise reliability of the
FEM on moderately re�ned mesh	 by appropriate modi�cation of the dis�
crete model� However	 unlike in the �D�case it is not possible to eliminate
pollution entirely� This is shown comparing the Fourier symbols of the dif�
ferential operator and the di�erence operator resulting from any GFEM
on square mesh� Denoting by dGFEM �k� h� the distance �for some general�
ized FE�model� between the symbols in the Fourier image and by k � k� a
weighted L��norm	 we have ���

Theorem � Let u and ufe be the exact and GFEM solution� resp�� to a
well de�ned Helmholtz problem on a square domain � � ��L�L�� ��L�L��
a� For any GFEM� there exists a domain measure L and a data set such
that

ku� ufek� � C�

s
d

h
�



Fig� ���� from bips

Figure �� Relative errors for �D Helmholtz problem� �nite element solution
vs� best approximation for k � �� and k � ���

b� The distance d can be expanded as

d � rlo�kh�
�lo�� �O�kh��lo��

with rlo �� �� � � lo ���
c� There exists a function uopt in the �nite element subspace satisfying

ku� uoptk� � C��kh�
��

One can show that for the standard Galerkin FEM lo � �� r� � ����� On
the other hand	 in ��� we construct a modi�ed FEM with lo � �� r� 	 �����
In Fig� � we show the error of this modi�ed method and the error of the
Galerkin method� For comparison	 we also show the error of the Galerkin
Least Squares Method proposed by Thompson and Pinsky �����

The dependence of the errors of the direction theta is shown in Fig� ��

� Summary of conclusions

�� New error estimates are presented for wave computations using the
Galerkin FEM� The estimates show that on normalized mesh with
kh � �	 the energy norm of the error contains a pollution term of
order k�kh��p	 where p is the order of approximation� For reliability



Figs� ��������� from bips	 one plot

Figure �� Dependency of the H��error on the angle � for kh � ��� and
k � ��� ����

of the FEM results	 it is hence necessary and su�cient to constrain
this term when choosing the meshwidth h for given wavenumber k�

�� Taking into account the pollution term it is shown that dispersion
analysis of the phase lag of numerical solutions is equivalent to nu�
merical analysis of the error in integral �H�� or L��� norm� Hence
modi�ed FE methods proposed for phase error reduction equivalently
lead to error reduction in integral norm�

�� Galerkin FE solutions to two�dimensional Helmholtz problems show
the same error behaviour as one�dimensional solutions� However	 un�
like the �D�case	 it is not possible to eliminate the phase error by any
generalized FEM in �D� Still signi�cant error reduction is possible by
suitable modi�cation of the classical approach� For any method	 how�
ever	 there exists a dispersive lower bound for the numerical error in
integral norm�
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